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Abstract The paper provides a generalization of our previous algorithm for the
parallel multiplication of a vector by a Kronecker product of matrices� For any p� a
factor of the problem size� our algorithm runs on p processors with a minimum number
of communication steps and memory space� Speci�cally� on p processors with global
communication� we show that the multiplication requires at least ��log�p�� commu�
nication steps� assuming that there is no computation redundancy� This complexity
is revised according to the underlying topology� and some performance results on the
CRAY T	E are given�

keywords Kronecker product� scheduling� communication� complexity�

AMS subject classi�cations� ��A��� ��A��� ��A��

�� Introduction� The Kronecker product is a well�known matrix algebra oper�
ation 
�� which appears as a powerful tool for modelling and designing algorithms
in number of �elds 
�� Stochastic Automata Networks 
	�� Fast Fourier Transform
�FFT�� Fast Poisson Solver �FPS� 
��� and Quantum Computation �QC� 
��� The
problem of performing the multiplication of a vector by a Kronecker product of ma�
trices seems to be of particular interest�

It is well�known that for N square matrices of order ni� i � �� ���� N � the total
number of required �oating point multiplications is given by

�N �

NY
i��

ni �
NX
i��

ni�

which is a lower complexity than
�QN

i�� ni

��
which is the number of operations if

the matrix was fully assembled� That complexity is achieved by using a stepwise
computation scheme following from a popular factorization of the principal matrix�
An overview of some related work can be found in 
���� Most authors consider a
block decomposition of working arrays and deal with an explicit data shu�ing which
unfortunately exacerbates the communication overheads� A cyclic distribution is suc�
cessfully considered in 
�� ���

In this paper� we extend the set of positive integers that can be considered for
the number of processors on which our parallel algorithm can be mapped� Indeed� in

��� that number of processors must be a multiple of ns��ns�����nN and a divisor of
nsns�����nN for a given s � f�� ���� Ng� In this paper we allow it to be any divisor
of n�n����nN � We study the interprocessor communications 
�� and show that our
algorithm involves lowest communication overheads� Experimental results on the
CRAY T	E show that the algorithm is quite e�cient�

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows� Section � provides the neces�
sary background and formalism� Next� we give a general splitting model and present
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a stepwise approach for the multiplication� Section � describes our parallel schedule�
In section � we give an explicit representation of the algorithm� Section � presents
a complexity analysis and is followed by some experimental results in section �� We
conclude in section ��

�� Background and Formalism� The Kronecker product is a matrix algebra
operation which can be de�ned as follows�

Definition ���� �Kronecker product�� If A � RnA�mA and B � RnB�mB then
the Kronecker product C � A�B is the nA�by�mA block matrix

C � �aijB� � RnAnB�mAmB ������

Some properties of the Kronecker product can be found in 
���� Because of associa�
tivity� the Kronecker product A��� �A��� � ����A�N� of N matrices A�i�� i � �� ���� N �
denoted by �N

i��A
�i�� is well de�ned and we have the following canonical factorization�

�N
i��A

�i� �

NY
s��

�In� � ���� Ins�� �A�s� � Ins�� � ���� InN �������

where the matrix multiplication is commutative with these special factors�
Operating with such matrices involves vectors of length n�n����nN whose compo�

nents can be indexed with N �dimensional patterns of the form �i�� i�� ���� iN �� where
� � is � ns� s � �� ���� N � A connection with the corresponding ordinal index is given
by the following relation�

�i�� i�� ���� iN �

ord
��
��
lex

�i� � ��r� � �i� � ��r� � ���� �iN � ��rN � �����	�

where rs � ns�����nN �
For any divisor p of n����nN � there areN positive integers di� i � �� ���� N such that

p � d�d����dN and di divides ni for any i � f�� ���� Ng� Given p and �n�� ���� nN �� it is
obvious that there are generally more than one possible decomposition� Associating
the integer p to one of its decompositions �d�� ���� dN �� we derive a multidimensional
indexation as previous for p objects�

Let n be a positive integer and I � fi�� ���� idg� d � n� a subset of f�� ���� ng with
� � ik � ik�� � d � jI j for any k � f�� ���� d��g� then we denote eI � 
ei� � ei� � ���� eid ��
where ei is the ith column vector of the canonical basis of Rn� Therefore� for a
n � n matrix A� if I � fi�� ���� idg� then we have AeI � 
Aei� � Aei� � ���� Aeid �� which
corresponds to the matrix A restricted to selected columns �the square brackets denote
a concatenation of columns��

�� Expressions of the multiplication� Given N square matrices A�i� of order
ni� i � �� ���� N � and a vector x � RL with L � n����nN � our concern is the multiplica�
tion x�A��� � ���� A�N�� on a distributed memory parallel machine�First note that if
z � x�A��� � ����A�N��� then for a given index �i�� i�� ���� iN �� we have

z�i�� i�� ���� iN � � x�A���ei� �A���ei� � ����A�N�eiN ���	���

Hence� givenN nonempty subsetsQi � f�� ���� nig� i � ����� N � if we consider z�Q�� Q�� ���� QN � �
fz�i�� i�� ���� iN�� ik � Qk� k � �� ���� Ng� then

z�Q�� Q�� ���� QN� � x�A���eQ�
�A���eQ�

� ����A�N�eQN ���	���
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This relation is usefull to express a speci�c part of the multiplication from a static
splitting� We now present a recursive way to perform the computation� Because

�N
i��A

�i� �

NY
s��

�In� � ���� Ins�� �A�s� � Ins�� � ���� InN ���	�	�

the recursion�
V �N��� � x
V �s� � V �s����In� � ���� Ins�� �A�s� � Ins�� � ���� InN � � � s � N

�	���

obviously leads at the last step to V ��� � x�N
i��A

�i��
Since the vectors V �s� are of length L � n����nN � they can be addressed with

patterns of the form �i�� ���� iN�� where � � is � ns� � � s � N � From this multidi�
mensional addressing� the previous recursion is explicitly expressed by the following
algorithm 
���

For �i�� ���� iN� � ��� ���� �� to �n�� ���� nN � do

V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN ��
nsX
t��

A�s��t� is�V
�s����i�� ���� is��� t� is��� ���iN�

end do
Alg� � � Recursion step of the multiplication

Observe that such a step involves n����nN � ns �oating point multiplications� the
complete algorithm achieves the computation with the classical complexity �n�� ����
nN �� n����nN �

�� Parallel schedule� Recall that our concern is the parallel computation of
z � x�A��� � ��� � A�N��� where A�i� are square matrices of order ni� i � �� ���� N
and x a vector in RL with L � n�n����nN � Given p processors �assuming that p
divides L�� we proceed as follows� We �rst compute a sequence of N positive integers
di� i � �� ���� N such that p � d����dN and di divides ni� i � �� ���� N �we will later focus
on how to obtain such integers�� Next� for each i � f�� ���� Ng� we consider a partition
Qij � j � �� ���� di of Qi � f�� ���� nig� i�e�

di�
j��

Qij � Qi and Qij 	� 
� j � �� ���� di������

and

��i � f�� ���� Ng���j� k � f�� ���� pig� j 	� k��Qij �Qik � 
�������

Hence� our schedule is given by the following allocation�

processor indexz �� �
�w�� w�� ���� wN ��

allocated portionz �� �
z�Q�w� � Q�w� � ���� QNwN �����	�

where � � wi � di� i � �� ���� N �
Such a computation can be achieved in a similar recursive way as the overall one�
through the vectors V �s��Q�w� � Q�w� � ���� QNwN �� � � s � N��� This yields Alg� �
for processor �w�� w�� ���� wN ��
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For �i�� ���� iN � � Q�w� �Q�w� � ����QNwN do

V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN ��
nsX
t��

A�s��t� is�V
�s����i�� ���� is��� t� is��� ���iN�

end do
Alg� � � Splitting recursion�

It follows from Alg� � that data communication is required if and only if t 	� Qsws �
The algorithm does not involve computation redundancy since we have considered a
partition instead of a cover for each level of the computation�

A straightforward method to derive a balanced partition is to perform a block or
cyclic splitting of the given set� As we shall see� such partitions lead to a well balanced
computation� meaning that each processor has the same amount of computation and
communication� We now give an algorithm for the decomposition�

Given a sequence of N positive integers �n�� ���� nN �� and another integer p that
divides n�n����nN � the following algorithm performs the desired decomposition�

�d�� d�� ���� dN �� ��� �� ���� ��
i� �� c� p
while �c � �� do
di � gcd�c� ni�
c� c

di
i� i� �

end while
Alg� 	� Algorithm for the decomposition�

From the invariant property of the loop expressed by

�c�
NY
i��

di � p�  ��i � f�� ���� Ng di divides ni�������

the algorithm is guaranteed to be correct� Table ��� displays the trace of Alg� 	 with
p � �� and �n�� n�� n�� n	� � ���� �� �� ���� Note that terms ni can be selected in any

i c �d�� d�� d�� d	�
� �� ��� �� �� ��
� � ���� �� �� ��
	 � ���� 	� �� ��
� � ���� 	� �� ��

Table ���

Trace of Alg� � for p � �� with 
��� �� 	� ���

order and this would provide di�erent decompositions� However� as we shall see� these
decompositions are equivalent in terms of computation cost when there is no special
assumption about the target architecture�

	� Description of the algorithm� Here� we consider the case of balanced par�
titions� i�e� jQij j � ni

di
� � � i � N� � � j � di� Such a partition can be naturally

obtained by a block or cyclic splitting of each set Qi � f�� �� ���� nig� First note that
the computation expressed by Alg� � can be written in the following compact form �

V �s��Q�w� � ���� Qsws � ���� QNwN � � �s�Qsws�V
�s����Q�w� � ���� Qs� ���� QNwN ������
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Time
Id � � � � 	
� � � 	 � 
� � 	 �  �
� 	 �  � �
� �  � � 	
	  � � 	 �

Table ���

Identities table of target processors�

where �s�Qsws� � eQ�n�
� ��� � eQs���ns�� � A�s�eQsws � eQs���ns�� � ��� � eQNnN �

Hence� from the fact that Qs �

ps�
T��

QsT � each processor �w�� ���wN � should broad�

cast its local portion V �s����Q�w� � ���� Qsws � ���� QNwN � to all processors of the set
��w� s� � f�w�� ���ws��� T� ws��� ���� wN �� T � �� ���� dsg� We denote this communica�
tion by broadcast�w� s�� This yields the overall algorithm Alg� 
�

For s� N downto � do
V �s� � �
broadcast�w� s�
For �i�� ���� iN � � Q�w� �Q�w� � ����QNwN do
For T � � to ds do
V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN �� V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN��

�
X

t�QsT

A�s��t� is�V
�s����i�� ���� is��� t� is��� ���iN �

end do
end do
end do

Alg� 
 � Overall spmd algorithm with local broadcasts�

This algorithm provides an e�cient communication organization since it only in�
volves broadcast routines� However� there is an signi�cant bu�erization which can be
avoided by overlapping communication and computation� Indeed� instead of perform�
ing a broadcast at the beginning of a step� each processor could perform a commu�
nication loop while operating on received data� Because operation performed with
subvectors is commutative� they can be received in any order� Hencefore� an all�to�all
communication onto processors subset ��w� s� � f�w�� ���ws��� T� ws��� ���� wN �� T �
�� ���� dsg can be achieved in ds steps following a Hankel matrix for target processors
selection� Table �� displays an example for j��w� s�j �  processors identi�ed with
the component T � Each row is assigned to the corresponding processor and for each
time �in column�� it gives the identity of the target processor� In general� the table
is a Hankel matrix based on the set f�� ���� ng� where n is the number of involved pro�
cessors� For each processor� the �rst value of T is ws� and this means that it uses the
portion stored in its local memory� This is an important feature to overlap communi�
cation and computation by a suitable anticipation of send and receive routines� Let us
turn to a formal analysis of the communication on a subset of d processors� At time t�
if �t�w� �resp� �t�w�� is the identity of the processor to �resp� from� whom processor
w should send a message �resp� receive a message�� then the following recurrence
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holds� �
���w� � w
�t�w� � �t���w� mod d� � � � � t � d

����

�
���w� � w
�t�w� � d� �d� �t���w� � �� mod d � � � t � d

��	�

We are now ready to express our algorithm� For this purpose� let us consid�
er the following commands� The command send�T� means that processor w �
ord�w�� ���� ws��� ws� ws��� ���� wN � sends its portion V �s����Q�w� � ���� Qsws � ���� QNwN �
to processor �w�� ���� ws��� T� ws��� ���� wN � with the label T � whereas the command
recv�T� means that processor w receives the portion V �s����Q�w� � ���� QsT � ���� QNwN �
with label T from processor �w�� ���� ws��� T� ws��� ���� wN ��

For s� N downto � do
V �s� � �
�� w� � � w� d� ds
For �i�� ���� iN� � Q�w� �Q�w� � ����QNwN do
V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN�� V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN ��

�
X

t�Qsw

A�s��t� is�V
�s����i�� ���� is��� t� is��� ���iN �

end do
For T � � to ds do
�� � mod d� �
� � d� �d� � � �� mod d
send���
recv���
For �i�� ���� iN � � Q�w� �Q�w� � ����QNwN do
V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN �� V �s��i�� ���� is��� is� is��� ���iN��

�
X
t�Qs�

A�s��t� is�V
�s����i�� ���� is��� t� is��� ���iN�

end do
end do

end do
Alg� � � Overall spmd algorithm with communication loops�

More explicit details on this algorithm are given in section �� We now turn to the
complexity analysis�


� Complexity� We emphasize the fact that we only consider non redundant
computation with balanced partitions� Since our algorithm involves global commu�
nications� we restate some results on their optimal cost �in terms of communication
steps� depending on the underlying topology� These results and more can be found
in 
��� The number of communication steps necessary to broadcast a message to p
processors is �

� O�log�p�� on tree� hypercube and Bruijn topologies�
� O�

p
p� on two dimensional grid�

� O�p� on linear and ring topologies�
Let ��p� denote this value� It is easy to proove that if a and b are two integers

such that a� b � �� then ��a� � ��b� � ��ab� �the equality occurs in the logarithmic
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case�� Since in our algorithm� each processor broadcasts its entire local portion to the
subset in which it belongs� we just have to consider the function ��p� multiplied by
the factor � � 	L
p� where L
p is the size of the message and �� 	 the transmission
parameters� We will therefore make abstraction of this factor�

Theorem ���� Algorithm Alg� 
 performs the multiplication with at least O���p��
parallel transmissions�
Proof� At step s� each processor w broadcasts its portion to j��w� s�j � ds processors�
Since this can be performed in ��ds� communicating steps� the overall number of
parallel transmissions is

NX
i��

���di�� � ��
NY
i��

di� � ��p�������

�

The following result shows that it is not possible to further reduce that number�

Theorem ���� Given N square matrice A�i� of order ni� i � �� ���� N � and a vec�
tor x � RL with L � n����nN � multiplication x�A���� ����A�N�� performed in parallel
on p processors needs at least ��log�p�� communication steps�
Proof� From the relation z�i�� i�� ���� iN � � x�A���ei� � A���ei� � ��� � A�N�eiN �� it
follows that the computation of each entry of the resulting vector involves the entire
input vector x� Hence� assuming that the input vector x is distributed without dupli�
cation of entries and that there is no idle processor nor redundant computation� the
communication graph derived from any parallel computation is a strongly connected
graph� This implies at least ��log�p�� communication steps�
�

In Alg� 
� the memory requirement per processor isMaxfdig� L
p
� where L � n����nN �

This is the consequence of performing all required communications before computing�
The solution provided by Alg� � reduces this requirement to 	L

p
� This reduction is

an important feature for computations involving very large arrays since each fraction
may then �t in the local memory of processor and futhermore� the overall task would
require only one read�access to disk for the input vector x and only one write�access
to the disk for the output vector z� However� the number of communication steps
becomes �d� � �� � ���� �ds � �� � ���� �dN � �� instead of ��p� in general� and this
raises the problem of �nding a decomposition with a minimum sum to achieve the
best performance� We now focus on this question� Observe that� given N integers
ni� i � �� ���� N and another integer p� if �d�� ���� dN � is a valid decomposition of p with
a minimum sum� then for i� j� � � i � j � N � �di� di��� ���� dj� is a valid decompo�
sition of �ij � didi�����dj towards �ni� ni��� ���� nj� with a minimum sum� This is
an optimality result which provides a deterministic procedure following a dynamical
programming model to �nd the required decomposition� Unfortunately� this does not
help to avoid an exhaustive exploration of all valid decompositions� which may be ex�
pensive� To illustrate the di�culty
�� of this problem� consider the case when N � p
and ni � p� i � �� ���� N � Since an integer p cannot have more than p factors and that
each of them is a factor of any ni �in this case�� it follows that the decomposition which
gives a minimal sum is composed of prime factors of p� Hence in this trivial case� our
problem is as hard as the integer factorization 
��� This forces to turn to consider
heuristics like genetic algorithms and others� A simple solution may be expressed as
follows �
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�d�� d�� ���� dN �� ��� �� ���� ��
i � �
while �p � �� do
c � max�ni� ni�����nN �
e� gcd�p� c�
di � p

e

p� e
if �c � ni� then di � p f swap g
i� i� �

end while
Alg�  � Heuristic algorithm for the minimum sum decomposition�

An execution on our example p � �� and ���� �� �� ��� gives the decomposition
�� 	� �� �� with the sum equal to �	� whereas the optimal decomposition is �� 	� �� ��
with the sum equal to ��� Note that� not splitting the factor � has been the main
reason to have missed the optimal decomposition� Such a splitting may provide a
possible re�nement of our algorithm� but we will not go farther in our investigation
on this topic�

�� Implementation and performance�

���� Implementation� First� observe that in a balanced partition� the compo�
nents of V �s��Q�w� � ���� Qsws � ���� QNwN � can be stored in a contiguous vector of length

jQ�w� � ����Qsws � ����QNwN j �
NY
i��

jQiwi j �
NY
i��

ni
di

�

NY
i��

ni

NY
i��

di

�
L

p
������

where L � n����nN � Let ci �
ni
di

and consider a block partition � Hence� for i� � � i �
N and j� � � j � di� we have

Qij � f�i � �� �i � �� ���� �i � cig������

where �i � �j���ci� Furthermore� from the correspondance provided by ��	� we have

ord�i�� ���� t� ���� iN � � ord�i�� ���� is� ���� iN � � �t� is�� cs�����cN ����	�

ord�w�� ���� T� ���� wN � � ord�w�� ���� ws� ���� wN � � �T � ws�� ds�����dN ������

If w � ord�w� � ���� ws� ���� wN � then

ws � 
�w � ��div�ds�����dN �� mod�ds� � ������

where div denotes the division of integers�
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� � �� r � �� �� c�c����cN � L
p � ci �
ni
di

 �
y � x�Q�w� � Q�w� � ���� QNwN �
For s� N downto � do
�� �
c
s�
ws � 
wdiv����mod�d
s�� � �
e� �ws� ��� c
s�
v � �
i� �
For a� � to � do
For j � e� � to e� c
s� do
For b� � to r do
For t� e� � to e� c
s� do
v
i�� v
i� �A�s� t� j�y
I � �t� j�r�

end do
i� i� �

end do
end do

end do
If �ws � �� then H � d else H � ws� �
For T � ws� � to ws� d
s�� � do
G� mod�T � �� d
s�� � �
idest� w � �G� ws�� �
isender � w � �H � ws�� �
send�y� idest� ws�
recv�u� isender� H�
e� �H � ��� c
s�
i� �
For a� � to � do
For j � � to c
s� do
For b� � to r do
For t� e� � to e� c
s� do
v
i�� v
i� �A�s� t� j�u
I � �t� j�r�

end do
i� i� �

end do
end do

end do
If �H � �� then H � d
s� else H � H � �

end do
r � r � c
s�
� � � � d
s�
If �s � �� then y � v

end do
z�Q�w� � Q�w� � ���� QNwN �� v

Alg� � � Implementation of the global algorithm�

���� Performance� The target machine is a CRAY T	E� which is a standard
distributed memory parallel machine with up to �� processors� each running at 	��
MHZ� We have considered the case of N � � square matrices� each of order �� �i�e�
L � �� ��� ����� Best e�ciencies are obtained on power of two since it implies only
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p �d�� ���� d
� T �sec�  e
� ��� �� �� �� �� �� ������	 � �
� ��� �� �� �� �� �� ����	 ���� ����
	 ��� �� �� �� �� 	� ������ ���� ���
� ��� �� �� �� �� �� ������ 	��� ����
� ��� �� �� �� �� 	� 	����� ��� ���	
� ��� �� �� �� �� �� ���� ���� ����
� ��� �� �� �� 	� 	� ��	�	� ��� ����
�� ��� �� �� �� �� 	� ������ ����� ����
�� ��� �� �� �� �� �� ��		�� ����� ����
�� ��� �� �� �� 	� 	� ��	��� ���� ����
�� ��� �� �� �� �� 	� ������ ���	� ����
�� ��� �� �� 	� 	� 	� ����	� �	��� ����
	� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �����	 	���� ���	

Table ���

Performances on CRAY T�E �� � speedup� e � e�ciency��

one transmission per step for each processor �more e�cient on hypercube topology��
Timings are reported in Table ���� The table includes the speedup �ratio between the
sequential time and the parallel time� and the e�ciency �the speedup divided by the
number of used processors�� The average e�ciency is ���� Finally� we note the fact
that� by using the algorithm of 
��� we would have missed the subset f�� �� ��� ��� ��g
for the number of processors� In general� this di�erence would be considerable� and
the present solution gives us more chance to fully use a given number of available
processors� However� in the set of values that can be used for the number of processors
in the two cases� the scheduling is the same and that is why we do not need to give
experimental performance for the algorithm of 
���

�� Conclusion� The purpose of this paper was to provide an e�cient parallel
algorithm for the multiplication of a vector by a Kronecker product of matrices� We
have extended the idea in 
�� to all numbers of processors that are factors of the
length of the problem� This extension is signi�cant since the present requirement is
the minimum one for a well balanced computation� We have shown that our algo�
rithm performs the multiplication with a minimum number of communication steps
and is e�cient because each of them does not involve any preprocessing� A di�cult
combinatorical problem seems to be the price to achieve the best performance with
communication loop� However� since the size of matrices may not be to large� heuris�
tic algorithms may succeed in the determination of suitable decompositions� These
algorithms remain to be designed�
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